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Long before it became part of a line in a song, oblivion was a kingdom. If you did 
unspeakable things to other people, you went to Hell. If you did unspeakable 
things to yourself, you went to the Kingdom of Oblivion. You could escape 
from Hell. It meant traveling through Purgatory, which was no picnic, but it 
could be done. There was no escape from oblivion. Even if you managed to 
escape from the kingdom, oblivion escaped with you. It lived inside of you, 
the way a virus lives in your blood. No matter how much you changed or  
how many amends you made, oblivion remained your master and you 
remained its slave.

I got introduced to oblivion by my mother, and by Bob Dylan. My mother 
had a love-hate relationship with life. She loved her life but hated the tricks 
that life kept playing on her. Her big problem was that she remembered 
everything. She was charming, and she had the kind of split-second comic 
timing that charming people often have, but when she looked you in the 
eye—and she was always looking me in the eye, especially when she 
wanted to know whether or not I was lying—you could see that she 
was at war with her memories, and that her memories were winning.

After I learned to avoid making eye contact with my mother,  
I started listening to Bob Dylan. The moment I heard his voice, Bob 
Dylan reintroduced me to oblivion. And there was nothing polite or 
diplomatic about the way he did it. An artist might take the time 
to sugarcoat oblivion but a genius never would. He just opened 
his mouth and let his lyrics do the rest. This is the third stanza 
and the chorus from Too Much of Nothing, which Bob Dylan 
wrote in 1967:

Too much of nothing
Can turn a man into a liar 
It can cause one man to sleep on nails 
And another man to eat fire 
Ev’rybody’s doin’ somethin’ 
I heard it in a dream 
But when there’s too much of nothing 
It just makes a fella mean

Say hello to Valerie
Say hello to Vivian 
Send them all my salary 
On the waters of oblivion

The first time I heard that, I thought, Holy shit. If oblivion 
is failure, God protect me from success.

 Which brings us to the 2008 Graff Family Vineyards 
Mourvèdre. 

 Mourvèdre (pronounced “Moor VAY Druh”) is an 
adaptable grape. It thrives in high heat but it also thrives in 
a cool, marine climate. In the wine world, there are experts 
who will tell you that Mourvèdre is the Next Big Grape. Those 
experts are fashion pimps, which is to say that they want to 
sell you the Next Big Fad. Mourvèdre, known colloquially as 
Monastrell in Spain, Rossola Nera in Italy, and Balzac in France, 

was introduced to Catalonia by the Phoenicians in 500 B.C. When you are 
a grape, and Mediterraneans have been making wine out of you since the Age 
of Pericles, you take it as an insult when a fashion pimp proclaims you as the 
Next Big Grape.

Mourvèdre was introduced to California during the 1860s. It did not catch 
on. California wines are all about love at first sip. Wines made with Mourvèdre 
are an acquired taste. The process of acquiring a taste for Mourvèdre can take 
years, sometimes even generations. If your parents had a thing for Domaine 
Tempier’s Bandols or for Vieux Télégraphe’s Châteuneuf-du-Papes, this might 
be the time to start your relationship with Mourvèdre. Or you might want to 
buy two cases now and put one aside for your grandchildren.

In the glass, the 2008 Graff Family Vineyards Mourvèdre is as black as the 
Ace of Spades. If you hold up your glass to a candle you will catch a glimpse 
of a dense purple core outlined with crimson. The bouquet is a study in 
animism. It is difficult to inhale the aroma of this wine and deny that the 

wine is alive. On the palate, the attack is more gentle and less intense 
than you expected it to be, but after a few sips those roles reverse.  

At that point, you begin to understand why generations of wine makers 
have resorted to Mourvèdre to keep their wines from tasting thin. 
The finish is like that moment when you drive through a tunnel and 
realize that you are no longer on earth. You are inside it. And then 
you see the light at the end of the tunnel, drive into the light, and 
you are back on earth.

You can buy the 2008 Graff Family Vineyards Mourvèdre 
from the winery (woodward-graffwinefoundation.org), from 
Wally’s Wines in Los Angeles, from Garnet Wines in New York 
City, or from Grapes of Norwalk in Norwalk, Connecticut. 
Expect to pay between $20 and $25 a bottle. Give this wine 
some time. If you have a cool, dark place in your basement, buy 
a case and hide it from yourself. In five years, you will be in for 
a pleasant surprise.

I return to oblivion whenever I get the chance. Or maybe  
I should say, I return to my life whenever the Kingdom of 
Oblivion grants me a leave of absence. My relationship with 
oblivion is a lot like my relationship with wine. I remember 
some things and forget others, but this is not a process  
I control. Wine is like a favor I have been granted, a pair of old, 
familiar eyes in a sea of blank faces. There are wines you drink with 
friends, there are wines you drink with enemies, and then there 
are the wines you drink with the people 
who could go either way. By virtue of its 
specificity, the 2008 Graff Family Vineyards 
Mourvèdre falls into the final category. The 
more ambiguous the company, the more 

specific the wine should be. D
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